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CHAP'I'ER I 
INTHODUCTION 
1 
This study was designed to test the effect of ampheta-
mine sulphate on the behavior and acauemic achievement of 
children. 'l'he chief purpose is to determine whether it 
achieves a beneficial effect in hyperactive children by re-
ducing the activity level and the degree of impulsiveness 
while increasing emotional control and lengthening the atten-
tion span. As a byproduct to treatment of physical illnesses 
by drugs, it has often been observed that there are behavioral 
and psychological changes in the patient. As the study and 
treatment of human behavior became a focus of inter·est for 
med:Lcine anc. psychology, clinicians have become ~.ncreasingly 
interested in deliberately treating deviant behavior pharma-
coloz;ically. Sakel introduced t:ne use of Insulin in the 
treatment ot schizophrenia about 1930 in Vienna. !.ietrazol 
was first use~ b~ Leduna in 1935 to treat the affective 
psychoses, involutional melancholia, and some acute catatonic 
episodes. It was during this same period, in the 1930's, 
that reports appeared on the effects of a:.1phetamine sulfate 
on children manif'esting behavior probler.;s of var•ious sor•ts. 
'l'~1e qt:estione for wh.~ch answers are souc;ht are: Is there a 
criterion which can be used to predict wh~_ch children will 
be beneficially effected by the use of amphetamine sulfate? 
In wi:'.at spheres is change observeC. when amphetamine is ad-
ministered? 
Clinical observation has convinced many psych:tatrists 
and psychologists that amphetamine has a beneficial effect 
on many children with deviant behaviol'. }ost of the studies 
are purely observational with no attempt to set up scientific 
controls. Results are somewhat confusing with some children 
reported to be functioning at a more satisfactory level, some 
showing no change with amphetamine sulfate, and some reported 
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to be worse. Primarily, it is reported that with some subjects 
the medication seemed to serve as a depressant. ':Chis is con-
tradictory to previous experience vhich indicated that 
e.mpheta;1ine sulfate served as a stimulant. Previous work 
has been empirical in nature with no real attemptE at &de-
quate controls. 'l'O.e importance of controlled conditions and 
the testlne; of definite hypotheses in a manner susceptible 
to statistical analysis is acute in working with human be-
havior. This need is strikingly demonstrated by the many 
assumptions current concerning the use of e.mphetmaine sulfate 
and the ease with which it is administered in clinical practice. 
It has been suggested by some that this medication ls effect-
ive because it gives "a feeling of well-being". Other ob-
servers suggest that it is effective wl th children who have 
had some particular brain damage in early life or a type of 
cerebral dysfunctioning. 
Despite ke fact that much of this still remains in 
the realm of speculation, amphetamine sulfate is widely used 
in the treatment of emotionally disturbed children. 
'::.he attempt to handle behavior problems easily and 
quickly has led to increasing use of mnphetrudne sulfate in 
an attempt to pr·otect the child in the community, protect 
his emotional life and control his activity. The ease and 
economy of awninistration has led to widespreacl use. In 
accdi tion, its effect is imr~ediate, reaching its optimum 
effectiveness in within twenty or thirty minutes. It has 
no toxic aftez·effects and it wears off within twenty-four 
hours. 'l'his clearly demonstrates v.hy its use is so tempting 
to the child psychiatrist and the pediatrician. But it has 
not been clear·ly indicated that ampheta.idne sulfate has the 
definite effect upon the symptomatology mentioned. Each 
a:.ministrator of medication proceeds on his own particular 
hypothesis. 'Thus previous material has been difficult to 
evaluate. 'l'lle probler.1 presented tllen is: Can 8lllpheta:nine 
sulfate be utilLoed to improve the behavioral efficiency of 
some chilccren? If so, \\hat are the criteria for its use? 
Can a>C.phetamine sulfate; be utilized in certain behavior dis-
orders with a degree of predictability as to results? 
It is hoped that this research can establish an ex-
perimental bL<se for the use or repudiation of amphetamine 
sulfate in the treatment of certain behavior disorders. 
J.'he endeavor :cs to cliscover the cri ter:a for its use. The 
experimental pr·ocedure is constructed to detect change in 
hyperactive children vko ha '-'e been given 8lllphetru:ine under 
controlled conditions. Thus one misht arrive at a hir:;her 
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degree of predictability of success than has appeared in the 
literature to date. We are looking also for the areas in 
which improvement might be most pronounced. This, of course, 
can be expected to suggest areas for further study. 
Because of the q ues ti ons that still remain unresolved 
it has become increasingly important to determine with some 
degree of specificity, the value of ampheta~ine sulfate. 
Otherwise, the possibility will always be pcesent that 
amphetamine is merely serving as a palliative and is a de-
lusion while causing the physician and the psychologist to 
neglect treatment of basic causes of human behavior. 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THE LITERA'l'URE 
'l'hroughout the literature discussing the use of amphe-
tamine sulfate with adults, the stimulating effect of' the 
drug is mentioned. It is considered to have outstanding 
anti-depressant features, and its use is indicated when 
treatment in this direction is the objective. Goodman and 
Gilman, in their classic work (30), discuss this use of the 
drug at some length. 'l'hey refer to it as a stimulant and 
anti-depressant and report excellent results with its use 
for narcolepsy, in depressions and in states of exhaustion. 
:rhey report good results when it is used for psychogenic 
disorders where depression anc fatigue are the outstanding 
characteristics. It can be easily used by the physician be-
cause of its wide margin of safety. That is, there may be 
a great variation in the dosages without any ill effects. 
lJo permanent organic changes have been observed as a result 
of taking amphet9.inine sulfate. The medication takes effect 
witl"in thirty minutes to one hour. 
A. PRELIMINARY RESEAHCH WITH ADULTS 
Amphetamine sulfate was described in 1910 by Barger 
and Dale (20) as a group of drugs to which they gave the 
name "sympatho-mimetic". In 1930 this drug was used in 
pharmacological studies conducted on animals by Alles, 
Hartung, ;,,unch, 'l'ainter and Prinzmetal (16). At first their 
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attention was on the peripheral effects of the drug, but a 
marked action on the higher nervous centers was also noted. 
Some observers noted that overdosage, particularly late in 
the day, led to insomnia. A pressor action was noted by 
Delray and Pichot (21). This same effect on humans was 
noted by Kleinmeir and Katz (38). i'iathanson (49) reported 
a definite stimulating action in the central nervous syatem 
of normal individuals and found the drug reacted favorably 
in states of persistent exhaustion and fatiguability• 
Davidoff and Reifens tein (20) attempted to test 
the stimulating effect of' amphetamine sulfate in 1936 1 and 
drew tile following conclusions: when ainphetamine sulfate 
was used, the normal group was found to have the largest 
number of responses in all spheres. The organic group was 
next and surpassed all the other abnormal groups. Elevation 
of mood was the least marked response. Of the abnormal 
cases, 25.57~ showed this response while 70;.; of the normal 
cases responded thusly. Overtalkativeness was seen in 60% 
6 
of the abnormal cases, except in the dementia praecox cases 
where the figure was 28;,. In the normal cases the overtalk-
ativeness appeared in 70)~ of the cases. liypera.ctivity was 
the most frequently observed reaction to a11phetamine sulfate, 
appear:.ng in all of the normal group and so;; of the organic 
cases. ·,lith dementia praecox anci psychoneurosis there was 
considerably less effect. In some cases a decreased motor 
activity was noted. 
In a consideration of general efficiency, it was 
found again that the normal and organic group showed the 
most consistent gain. All the normal cases and so;o of the 
organics showed increased general efl"iciency. 1'he lack of 
response in this respect of the psychoneurotics presents a 
striking contrast. 
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In general, then, the most marked response in all 
phases studied was found in the normal group. This was closely 
paralleled in the organic category. This particular article 
was discussed in some detail because it in essence su:nr~arized 
all the existing literature prior to 1937. It also submitted 
the concepts and hypotheses formulated to that time to some 
sort of experimental desie;n, despite its obvious limitations 
and subjectivity. Davidoff (18) also completed two addition-
al research projects on the use of ao.phetanine sulfate. One 
dealt with the use of amphetru;Jine sulfate vrlth self-absol'bed 
patients, and the other was an eighteen il10'1th study of' the 
ei'fects of a;Ephet&.Iine on all types of individuals (19). 
These t•!m experiments coni'irmed the impressions of the 
earlier research outlined above. 
Henderson and Gillespie (32), in their stanc'.ard 
work, consider amphetanine sul:U,te to be particularly ef-
fective in working v1ith chronic post-encephalitic syndromes. 
They speak of the symptoms of this syndrome to include the 
follovrlng types of behavior disorders: restlB ssness, 
aggressiveness, impulsiveness, erratic but active attention, 
ir•ri tability and violence. Vihile the r:tedica tion caused an 
improvement in this s yrnptomatology, there frequently appears 
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a secondary intellectual deficiency due to a lack of attention. 
The res;1lts are not permanent, however, and disappear with 
the withholding of medication. 
).,olitch and Eccles (42) found that when amphetamine 
sulfate was aclminis tered to adults in a normal group it 
proved invigorating and seemed to have a stimulatine; action. 
They also quote People and Guttman as having substantiated 
tl:.is observation. Sargent and Blackman (52) used a;nphetamine 
sulfate viith forty-eight aciults in a mental hospital and 
gave intelligence tests befor·e and after the administration. 
The results showed an eight per cent total improvement in 
test scores with amphetamine. No controls were used, how-
ever, and. when i .• olitch and Eccles (47) repeated part of this 
experiment using placebos also, they dis covered that ther·e 
was also improvement on test scores when only the placebo 
was used. l;,yerson and Nathanson (49) later corroborated 
this as well as the stimulating effect of the anphetrunine. 
Alles a.'lc~ Feigen (1) conducted a research project 
with the use of amphetamine sulfate on industrial v:orkers. 
J.'hey showed that the use of the drug appreciably reduced 
fatigue anc. increased ef'ficiency in industrial workers. 
They raiseci serious questions, however, as to whether· this 
was a continuous or merely a temporary effect. 1'he study 
tended to demonstrate that its continued use led to a decrease 
anc. disappearance of its early stimulating effects. 
The early enthusiastic hopes for amphetamine sulfate 
with normal, psychoneurotic and psychotic indiviC:uals had to 
a great degree collapsed. It had been well establisiled that 
witrr aecults ac;,phetam'-ne sulfate served as a stimulant. It 
showed its greatest effect on normal subjects. 'l'hose suffer-
ing from illness or,sanic in its or·le;in showed the next high-
est number of responses and exceeded all other abnormal 
;;roups. CharJ[e of mood seemed to be the least notable 
response. l •. os t frequently r8i:.arked changes were increases 
in hyperactivity, overtalkativeness, seneral efficiency. 
Psychogenic illnesses showed the least response, but a.:phe-
tan::ine sulfate might accelerate improve;aent in patients where 
recover'y was inevitable. It had also been inC.ica ted k.at 
with organic illnesses, restlessness, impulsiveness, 
violence, aggressiveness, impaired attention span, and ir-
ritability wer·e particularly responsive to amphetamine. In-
telligence scores were suggested to be elevated with the use 
of this medication. Other studies indicated that industrial 
production coulC. be increased and fatigue reduced. All 
writers felt, however, that results were ten:por'ary and 
improvement dissipated with continued use or when medication 
was removed. Ho chance in the illness or in the structure 
of the personality were found, nor· did benefits persist when 
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the drug was removed from the indiviC.ual. hesults of' medication 
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are almost immediate and effects disappear within twenty-four 
hours of drug removal. 
B. Ai1lPE:ETAMINE SULFATE WITH CHILDREN 
While ampheta'1line sulfate was used with some degree 
of frequency for children showing deviant behavior during 
the 1930's, it was on a hit and miss basis, trial and error, 
with no clear concept as to when its use was indicated. It 
had no experimental background and no method of measuring 
and evaluating its efficacy had been attempted. 
In 1937 Bradley (10) attempted to organize his 
experiences with this medication and presented the first 
paper on the use of amphetamine sulfate with children. 
The greatest change was noted in school performance. Speed 
of comprehension and accuracy of performance increased in 
most cases. It appeared the first day amphetamine was given 
and disappeared the first day the medication was dis continued. 
Half of the children, however, did not show this striking 
chauge. Emotionally, half of the children became subdued 
in their responses, and this was considered clinically a 
social i:nprovement. In many it was accompanied by a feeling 
of' well-being. iuore irritable, aggressive, noisy, domineer-
ing children were reported to become more placid. 
Seven children gave only evidence of a f'eel::_ng of 
well-being. All showed a widening interest in things around 
them and a diminishing tendency to be preoccupied. Five 
became tearful and appeared worried. Only one was reported 
to have shown effects in the opposite direction, i.e. more 
hyperactive, aggressive and irritable. Some change in motor 
activity was noted in the form of a slov:ing up with only 
three becoming more hyperactive. This was startling at the 
time since it was in direct oppos :Lti on from what would have 
been expected as a result of work with adults. However, 
there was no standardization of observation and only the 
comments of school teachers and nurses as to performance. 
Behavioral effects were seen thirty to forty-five 
minutes after oral ingestion of the drug. Changes in be-
havior were at their height d.uring the second and third hour 
and grac.ually disappeared over a periocS. of six to twelve 
hours. In all cases the full effect of the medication was 
noted on the first day of administration. It continued as 
long as amphetamine sulfate was taken and left permanently 
as soon as the drug was discontinued. 
In this first experimental attempt to evaluate the 
use of amphetamine sulfate with children, Bradley (8) 
commented upon the results: 
11Ho entirely plausible reason for this 
acceleration of school performance is evicent 
aside f"rom tb..e fact that a stimulating drug 
was used. However, at least half of the v,h ole 
group of cl:-.ildren c id not s hov, this striKing 
response in school, in spite of the fact tr.at 
most of them responded in otl:er ways to medi-
cation. Only half of them showed favorable 
mood changes and also sharc"d to a notable de-
gree in the school performance. 
11 As far' as improvement in individual 
school subjects was concerned the teachers 
were most impressed by changes in arithmetic, 
since speed of comprehension and degree of 
accuracy and quantity of output were all 
favorably affected. 
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11 It appears paradoxical that a drug 
known to be a stimulant should produce sub-
dued behavior in half of the children. It 
should be borne in mind, however, that por-
tions of the higher levels of the central 
nervous system have inhibition as their func-
tion, anC. that stimulation of these portions 
might indeeci produce the clinical picture 
of reduced activity throuch increased volun-
tary control. Presumptive evidence that 
this may be the case is suggest<:cd by elec-
troencephalographic studies ••• Definite ab-
normalities of the brain rhythms were noted 
in eleven of these children, eight of whose 
records showed ••• 'seizure waves' seen in 
patients with petit mal epilepsy. All but 
one of these children with 1 seizure waves' 
became distinctly subdued under the influ-
ence ••• it has been suggested that their ap-
pearance indicates impaired cortical functions. 
" ••• From preliminary observ&tion of the 
thirty children in this series there seems 
to be very little apparent relationship be-
tween a child's response to amphetamine 
and the conventional clinical characteris-
tics of age, sex, past histo1·y, physical 
condition, reaction type, intelligence and 
special mental abilities or disabilities. 11 
(8, PP· 582-583) 
'I'he following year, 1938, Jasper, Solomon and 
Bradley (36) attempted to evaluate more thoroughly Bradley's 
suggestion that many children suffering from behavior 
problems had impaired cortical functioning. They studied 
71 children with a variety of oehavior problems and found 
that seventy-one per cent had abnormal electroencephalo-
grams. 'l'he abnormalities were marlre( in fifty-nine per 
cent. They then concluded that many of these behavior 
problems considered of a functional nature, in truth had 
an organic component. 
At about this time, ,.;olitch and Eccles (47) ex-
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periment ed in a more thorough manner vii t h the use of amphe-
tamine sulfate on ninety-three boys between the ages of 
eleven and seventeen. They tested these boys on placebos 
and on amphetamine sulfate, as well as with no pill at all. 
Several important factors are pointed out in this 
study that hac been overlooked in the earlier ones. One of 
these is that the incii viduals tenci to show i"1provec perform-
ances with a placebo, that is the administration of a pill 
has a psychological effect reflected in improved perforr.1ance 
even though the pill itself has no pharmacolosical effect. 
Subjects improved v;i th either the placebo or amphetamine, 
but they did show greater improvement with the ampheta..'lline 
sulfate. This was something Bradley did not consider· in 
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his research. 'I'he age differential also makes these two 
studies difficult to compare. A further flavJ in this study, 
which the authors themselves recognizee, was that test and 
retes i for the intelligence scores ~.as not cone on compa1•able 
forms of the same test. nather, two entirel:;.· c:i •:ferunc cc.sts 
1.s:•·e given. ~l:hus part of the improve[Jjent may reflect dif'fer-
ences in the tests administered. i3ecause of this it is di1'fi-
cult to judc,e the significance of the results obtained. 'l.'he 
ir:.plication is s tronc, however, that a::1phetamine sulfate did 
lead. to i:nproved perf'or·r.1ance in these children i:~ the areas 
tested. 
In 1939 Bradley ( 7) publishec'_ his e:1pirical f'inc'ings 
on twelve years of experience with amphetamine sulfate. 
"Specific behavior responses ••• (to ampheta-
mine sulfate) ••• 50 to 60;o of the children 
becominc more subdued, 15 to 25,, showint; no 
change, 20;-o showing increased act:Lvity and 
5/o showing an acceleration of school progress 
only. Clinically these reactions incicated 
60 to 75io symptomatic improvement, 15 to 25;o n" 
change and 10 to 15;, unfavorable responses. 
Children with a variety of cli.nical diagnoses 
were benefited with no evidence of tolerance or 
addiction following prolonged ac~Jinistration. 
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••• The conclusion is drawn that these 
drugs influence children 1 s behavior by alter-
i.ng their emotional reactions to dis tress ing 
situations. It offers ti:le ;r acti tioner readily 
available and easily controlleC: pharmacologic 
approaches to the s~~ptomatic treatment of 
children 1 s behavior c.is orders. 11 ( 7, pp. 35-36) 
Bradley also attempted to explore the possibility 
that impr-ovement wi.th amphetamine sulfate "licht som8how be 
correlated with diagnosis. }'or this purpose he diviC:.ed the 
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chil6.ren into four categories: behavior oisorders of psycho-
genic origin, behavior problems associated with convulsive 
dis orders, psychopathic personality, children with schizoid 
personality. 1'here seemed to be little significant dif-
ference between groups in the response to amphetamine 
sulfate except for the schizoid personality group wi:lich 
showed the least improvement. It was pointed out that 
hyperactivity was frequently associated with behavior 
problems in children and that amphetamj_ne sulfate seemed to 
have its greatest effect on the activity level. At this 
point in research it was felt that the effect was chiefly 
obtained from the feeling or well-being v.hich pervaded the 
children when a'llphetruEine sulfate was administered. 
C. COliCEl''r OF USE FOH OEGAl'iiC DYSFUNC'I'IOH n; ClULLhEN 
'l'he idea that there might be a cortical L"pairment 
in a preponderance of children v:ho showed behavior dJ.sorders 
had been abandoned after a study was r.1ade by Cutts and 
Jasper (17). They studied the effects of amphetamine 
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sulfate on behavior problem children v;ho also had abnormal 
electroencephalograms. About one half of the patients were 
distinguished ··oy marl,ed improvement in behavior v; ith ampheta-
mine therapy. Changes in tlw electroencephalogram, however, 
did not correlate with clinical chanzes produced by the drug. 
Lindsley and Henry later repeated this research in 
more detail (44). They found that behavior improved markedly 
with the achni.nistration of amphetamine sulfate. While a 
number of' statistically significant changes occurred in the 
electroencephalograms they were not marked changes and were 
not in proportion to the changes in behavior noted. Also 
the electroencephalogram changes were not always consistent 
from subject to subject or from one head area to another. 
'I'hey therefore concluded that changes in behavior produced 
by a;!iphetamine sulfate were independe!1t of changes in the 
electro-cortical abnormalities. 
l.!clJamara and j,Iiller (48) working with college students 
found no increase in efficiency in solvine; standard multi-
plication problems when amphetamine sulfate was used, but 
the subjects reported feeling mentally stimulated when the 
drug was first administered. Barmack (4) also worked with 
college students and concluded that amphetamine sulfate im-
proved the "inclination rather than the ability of the 
students to perform the tasks at hand 11 • 'I'his led Bradley 
and Green (14) to examine the psychometric perforrnance of 
children receiving amphetamine sulfate. In general there 
was no striking change in the intelligence quotient when 
amphetamine sulfate was administered. Attempts to correlate 
change with ae::;e, sex, personality type or clinical problem 
;,ave no noteworthy results. More startling was the fact 
that in those children where school performance improved 
markedly there were no better results in psychometric per-
for,nance with medication than with those children who had 
not shown this improvement in school performance. Eesult s 
on psychomotor tests were equally inconclusive. 
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Braoley and llowen (13) shortly later published another 
article in which they found that amphetam~ne sulfate subdued 
the activity of fifty-four of' one hundred children on whom 
it was used. 1'hey warned at this point that the medication 
should only be considered a supplementary aid in child 
psychiatry !LYld was not a substitute for the more basic 
psychotherapy or environmental improvements, 
bender and Cottington (6) attempted a research pro-
ject with amphetamine sulfate and children diagnosed as 
psychoneurotic, neurotic behavior disorders, psychopathic 
personality, organic brain disease, and schizophrenia. They, 
too, gained the impression that amphetamine sulfate was a 
useful accjunct to treatmsnt of the neurotic chilci. They 
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felt that it ga'Je him a feeling of VJell-bcing and temporarily 
allowed him to feel secure and loved. 
11 In this frame of mi2:16. he can face his dif-
ficulties, express his aggressive impulses 
without overwhelming fear of consequences, 
and obtain relief from inner tension and 
anxiety. The art productions and other 
means of expressing the fantasy life of 
these children reflect these processes as 
they take place. 
"In the more severely neurotic child 
••• (amphetamine sulfate) acts only as an 
expedient to help the child adjust in an 
environment where he can later find help 
for his deeper conflicts, and leads to an 
evasion of those problems during the period 
of administration. Here, too, the art and 
fantasy proeuction show an inhibition which 
parallels the evasion noted in the personal 
therapeutic approach during medication. 
"Pear, depression and sexual tension 
in the child are often completely relieved 
••• as is hyperkinesis appearing on a neurotic 
basis. Activity is frequently integrated 
and made more productive, and the relation-
ship to the group is thus facilitated. 
11 
••• has no appreciable effect upon 
the behavior of children with developmental 
brain defects or with schizophrenia and 
its effect upon the psychopathic personality 
was in all respects unfavorable. Conse-
quently its use in a controlled ward set-
up may be an aid in the differential diag-
nosis of some obscure problems ... 11 (6, p.80) 
Korey (39) did a study upon the effects of ampheta-
mine sulfate on psychopathic and neurotic juvenile delinquents 
between the ages of fourteen and nineteen. The writer 
pointed out that his results were in contradiction to 
Bender and Cottington since they reported no favorable 
results when amphetamine sulfate was used wlth psychopaths. 
Korey felt that the psychopaths reacted as well to the drug 
as did the neurotic delinquents. ~'he author could offer no 
answer to why one child should respond to this medication 
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and not another. He too felt that no degree of predictabi-
lity had been arrived at. All changes were considel"ed super-
ficial ana disappeared as soon as medication was withdrawn. 
Bamvin (4) in reviewing some of the research in 1948 
could still point only to conclusions reached by Bender and 
Bradley ti1at amphetamine sulfate depended for its eff:Lcacy 
on its ability to produce a feeling of well-being in children 
arlG thus enable the child to face more readily the tasks be-
fore him. 
In 1948 hosenfeld and Bradley (51) presented their 
concept of an organic syndrome in children. :':luch of this 
concept flowed from Bradley's earlier work with the use of 
amphetamine sulfate w'nich has been described in some detail 
in the preceding section of this chapter. These writers 
outline this organic syndrome of behavior in children as 
consisting of the following symptoms: 
1. These children are hyperactive. The activity 
is involuntary in nature an:l. is almost constant. "J.'his 
hyperactivity may appear from infancy to about six years of 
age. Its earliest form may be in precocious development, 
early sittin;, standing, walking, etc. They cannot sit 
still, are restless and fidgity. 
2. They have short attention spans and limited 
powers of concentration. Whether in school or at play the 
children cannot stay at one task or e;ame for lon;:; and tend 
to change interests very rapidly. 'l'hey seldom complete a 
task that they have undertaken. 
3. They are variable in mood, performance and be-
havior. 'l'hey are unpredictable and even school grades may 
be variable. 
4. The chilcren are impulsive an:l act without con-
sidering the consequences. They cannot brook interference 
and act on every desire with appal'en tly no tolerance for 
dela:y of' c;ratii·ication. 
5. They are usually irritable children. They may 
have little frustration tolerance, and interference with 
their activities, or asking for obedience, will brine on an 
angry tantrum. 
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6. They are explosive children. '.lheir responses 
al"e intense and 1:hen they have a tantrwn they may seem com-
pletely out of contact in their demonstrations. 
7. Finally, these children perform poorly in school. 
This would be expected from the items listed a·oove. T'here 
may also be a specific learning difficulty, most particularly 
in arith.>netic. These problems seem to be related to the 
visual-motor area. 
Leanwhile in France, Gastaut (27) l)Ublished a Ilaper 
on a methoc. of stud;ying activities of the 'orain in 1950 by 
the photo-metrazol technique. This was further a;:plified 
in another paper with Hunter (28). In essence these publi-
cations seemeci to der,constrate that t:·pes of abr.or,,;al "be-
havior might al"is e from damage to, or· interference with 
the functionins of the diencephalon. 'l'hus was succ:ested 
a new area, in the lower brain center rather than in the 
cortex, where brain GaY<J.at;e might Cl"eate deviant chilc'~hoocJ 
behavior. 
In the same year, Delay, Pichot anc Den:L:cer (21) 
c:eportecl on their use of amphetamine sulrate with manic 
depressive patients in manic excitement. They found that, 
contrary to expectations, amphetamine frequently had a 
quieting effect, as though it were a sedative rather than 
a s tir.mlant. ~['hey felt ti1e effects confirmed tr1eir premise 
that amphetamine sulfate acts upon the diencephalon. 
Denho.ff, Smirnoff and Eiolden (23) discussed the 
possible etiology of such brain damage and the consequent 
syndrome which appears. The factors are roughly s ir.,ilar 
to those which cause cerebral palsy. Any injury prenatally, 
during birth or in the first five yeru·s of life may result 
in this organic cerebral G.ysfu.:1ction and the consequent 
sy1~ptomatology if there is dama;e to tLe diencenhalon. 
Pr'enatally it may be due to male evelopment, a 'cct empted 
aoort:ton or an interi'erence v.ith fetal olooC. supply or 
oxygen supply. An infection of the mother, such as German 
measles and the like may also result in ciiencephalon injury. 
During childbirti, innumerable accicients attending 
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deli very may r'esult in such diencephalon damac;e. J:hese are 
also given new significance by Arey and Dent (3) and by 
Greenacre ( 31). ..,;ven in the normal deli ver·y v:i thout unto-
ward incident there ls believed to be an amount of' internal 
cerebral hemor·rhaging wh:C ch c oulC: cause O.ienc ephalon da,1age. 
Arey and Dent (3) indicate that ttere is a tendency for 
hemorrhages to occur at the end loops joining the arter'ial 
and venous systems in the brain. Postmortem studies have 
shown that such hemorrhages do take ph ce ar·ound the terminal 
vein of' the thalamus. 
l'here are also post-natal cs.usative factors for the 
presence of' this organic s :T!ldrome. 'Ihes e =Y be c'·u e to in-
fection, to injury, to anoxia, to hemorrhages and to central 
sys tern disorders. Laufer, Denhof'f and Hub in ( 41) outline 
some of these elements. Bradley (11) had previously incU-
ca ted that the b eha vi or problem vrl th v.h:: ch we are concerned 
was often seen in epileptic children, suc::;;estin[ that it 
accompanied damage to the central nervous system. Denhoff 
anc'. Holden (23) f'ounC. that twenty-three per cent of' their 
cerebral palsy cases also had the organic syndrome. 
Some researchers have found disease of the diencepha-
lon may leacc to behavior similar to that found in the or·ganic 
syndr'ome. 'l'imme (25) anG. Hill (33) both feel after investi-
gation that there occurs a cecrease or disappearance of much 
of t:"e inhibition which tile higher brain centers customarily 
impose on the lower brain centers. l'his may be due to a pre-
frontal lesion, an h:terruption of c erto.in tracts between 
the neocephalic and paleocephalic levels or the destruction 
or disintegration of some integrating structure. Jasper 
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(35) did some experimental work to show that there are corti-
cofugal projections reaching from the cortical areas which 
exert an effect on the thalamic and mesencephalic reticular 
for.mations. Thus it appears tr"at the neocortex does have a 
modifying effect upon diencephalic functions. 
Laufer, Denhoff' and Rubin (42) attenpted to test the 
hypotheses concerning the presence of a lesion in the dien-
cephalon which causes the organic syndrome of' behavior by 
use of' Gastaut's photo-metrazol technique. They further 
postulated that the syndrome disappears with increased 
maturation and that until this occurs, a;npheta.'lline sulfate 
controls the behavior at the diencephalic level. In other 
words, this research dealt v;i th the measured physiological 
effects of amphetamine sulfate. This research had been 
further stimulated and given direction by the statement of 
ii!arazzi (34) that the effect of amphetamine sulfate on the 
central nervous sys tern "produces a true primary lnhibi tion 
at all s yrapathetic synapses just as it does at many sympa-
thetic neuroeffector junctions". Hodge and r!utchings (33) 
also felt that they had shown that amphetamine sulfate had 
a depressant ef'fect at the synapses. T'hus they reasoned 
that children suffering from organic cerebral dysfunction 
had a condition V1here impulses crossed the synaptic con-
nection too swiftly and without sufficient resistance to 
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such impulses in the synapses, and amphetamine sulfate offers 
the necessary resistance. 
1'he photo-metrazol test revealed that there Vias an 
abnormally low metrazol threshold in thoE e children suffer-
ing from organic cerebral dysfunction, and this threshold 
was elevated by the ad1ninistration of &'1!phetsrdne sulfate. 
'l'hus it was demonstrated that amphetamine sulfate has a 
specific effect. It had been previously shovm by Gastaut 
and Hunter (28) that intravenous metrazol acted selectively 
at the thalamic system. Laufer further adds: 
11The considerations just pres en ted 
have suggested that Juetrazol acts by lower-
ing the level of synaptic resistance to 
transmission within the central nervous 
system and particularly at the level of 
the thalamus. 
"This would suggest that amphetamine, 
which we have shown capable of raising 
the photo-metrazol threshold, does so by 
raising the level of synaptic resistance 
in the diencephalon, thus restoring normal 
relationships." (42, p. 5) 
After several years of observation of the use of 
amphetamine sulfate with children there appeared a general 
concurrence among the various writers as to the areas of 
oehavior affected by this drug. These areas were activity 
level, impulsiveness, attention span and emotional control. 
These observations had not been submitted to rigid ex-
perimental conditions and stat is tical analysis. The 
question of a diagnostic criterion to determine which 
children would react in a preciicted manner when given 
anphetamine sulfate haci also come under consideration. 
'rhe suggestion that amphetamine acted as a depressant at the 
synaptic connections in the Ciencephalon led to tcl8 infer-
ence that only children suffering from org[cnic cerebral 
dysfunction reacteci in the predicted manner when this drug 
was administered. 
An experiment was concucted by the present writer 
to examine the proposition that amphetamine sulfate was 
effective only with children suffering f'l"om some type of 
organic brain damage. Experts at dia[·;nosing this condition 
selected an experimental group of chilC.ren with this con-
dition and a control group of normals. The hypothesis 
tila t 11 children with organic cerebral dysfunction will 
demonstrate improved performance after the awninistration 
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of amphetamine sulfate, 11 was tested by means of the Stanford-
ilinet, the Seguin .borm 6oard, the Por'teus l'"azes and the 
BenC:,er-Gestalt Visual .vrotor· ·rest, as well as by the use of 
a behavioral rating scale designed to detect change in 
hyperactivity, :Lilpulsiveness, irritability and length of 
attention span. 'l'esting and observations wel'e made both on 
a placebo ani on medication. 
The results obtained from this stu<iy proved to be 
inconclusive and could not be used to substantiate the 
hypothesis. Viith both the testing situations and the be-
havioral rating scale, the statistical difference observed 
did not reach the necessary level of confidence. The best 
that could be inferred was that whatever results were ob-
served were not brought about by the interaction of medica-
tion and subjects with organic cerebral dysfunction. There 
was an observation of marked changes in eome subjects, but 
t!1is might be in either the experimental or control groups. 
'l'he research left the examiner still with the problem of 
deten,;ining a criterion for prediction of which children 
would react in a specific manner to amphetamine. 
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A review of the results gave l'ise to the empir·ical 
hypothesis that hyperactivity was the factor· con1:ron ln those 
subjects who showed the predicted results when amphetamine 
sulfate v1as a~.<ninis tered. A group was constructed of those 
subjects who ~md been rated hyperactive on the behavioral 
rating scale when on the placabo. 'l.'en such subjects come 
from the experimental group and seven from the control group. 
'Chis group was then compared ;vl th itself for results on the 
behavioral rating scale while on amphetamine sulfate and on 
tl"1e placebo. On a;nphetamine sulfate hyperactivity 6iminished 
in fourteen, irnpuls~veness diminished in eleven, and atten-
tion span lengthened in fourteen. 
On the basis of the results obtained with this latter 
groupins together Viith tbe observations made during the 
initial experimentation, it was deterr,1ined to construct new 
hypotheses anci a new experimental design to test t1-:.e general 
propositi on tr1at amphetamine sulfate in hyperactive children 
produces more efficient behavior. 
CHAPTER III 
HYPOl'HESES AED EXPEhL .. EN'l' AL D~SIGN 
A. Hypotheses 
The literature culminating in the investigation of the 
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use of amphetamine sulfate v;i tb children suffering from 
organic cer·ebral dysfunction suggested the general hypothesis: 
Hyperactive children will demonstrate more ef'fi cient be-
havior when administer-ed amphetami~ne sulfate. Children con-
sidered hyperactive are those v,ho consiste:1tly demonstrate 
a level of activity in excess of the "normal" child. !.!ore 
efficient behavior is demonstrated in this :investic;ation by 
a decrease in gross activity, a decrease in inpulsiveness, 
greater emotional control, a longer attention span an6 im-
proved scholastic performance. 'I'he following experimental 
hypotheses a2e utilized to test the general hypothesis: 
1. Hyperactive children VJill demonstrate less gross 
acti\,ity, as measurec by a behavior-al ratinc; scale, r1hen 
al'l11inist ered araphetamine sulfate. 
2. Hyperactive children will demonstrate less impulsive 
behavior, as measured by a behavioral ratin6 sc:o.le, v1hen ad-
ministered amphetamine sulfate. 
3. Hyperactive children will demonstrate a ;sreater 
degree of emotional control, as measured by a behavioral 
rating scale, v;hen administered amphetamine sulfate. 
4. Eyperactive children vlill c.emonstrate a lon[;er 
attention span, as measured by a behavioral ratins scale, 
when administered amphetamine sulfate. 
5. Hyperactive children will C: C',\OnS trate improved s chol-
astic performance, as measured by a standard test o:L' school 
achievement, when administered amphetamine sulfate. 
B. aperimental Design 
'1'he basic design of' the experiment called for selection 
of hyperactive and non-hyperactive chilC',ren and testing 
them for effects of amphetamine sulfate. To control for 
the pharmacological effects of the drug rather· than the 
psychological effects of its administration, the subjects, 
in balanced order, v:ere c;iven amphetamine sulfate a:1d a 
placebo on different ciays anci tested under each COi10.'ction. 
heactions tu1d0r the placebo thus provice a compar·ative 
baseline for judging the reactions to the drug. The inde-
pendent variables are the presence or absence of hyper-
activity and the ingestion of amphetamine sulfo_te as com-
pared to a placebo. The dependent variables are rating 
scale scores and actual test perfor,·:.a'lce use•' to measure 
the differences between t:;roups aJOd between pharmacolc.:;ic£:.1 
conditions. 
Independent Variables 
All subjects were drawn from a residential treatment 
center for disturbed children. The clinical psychologist, 
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the head nurse and tlle group leaders in charge of the children 
were asked to divide all the children into two groups, those 
who were hyperactive anci those who were not. Only those 
ch::.ldren were used as subjects about whom all the evaluators 
agreea. 1'wenty wer'e placed in each ~roup, the hyperactive 
group known as Group A and the non-hyperactive group k:1own 
as Group B for purposes of this study. 'l'he names of all 
subjects with the designation of whether they belonged in 
Group A or· Group J3 were given the Ci1ief Clinical Psycholo-
gist by those making the selection of hyperactive ~~d non-
hyperactive children. He C:iscarded those on which there 
was not unanimous agreement and used the ranainder to form 
the control and experimental groups. ZXcept the clinical 
psychologist, no one, including the writer, knew into what 
category any subject fell. 
The psychologist then placed two 5 milligram tablets 
of amphetamine sulfate in each of two pillboxes for each 
subject. ':l'he same was done vii th t."le placebos. 1'he pills 
are pink and heart-shaped with the placebo identical with 
the medication in size, shape and color. On each box was 
placed ti1e subject's name and a code number which would 
later identify tc1e pill for a particular day as ac:1phetamine 
sulf'at e or placebo. 'fhe clinical psychologist then made out 
a list for an order in which the subjects v.oulc be observed 
so that half of each group v;ould receive the medication 
first and half' the placebo first. For the second period 
of observation two weeks later the order was reversed. 
'.Cwo days preceoint:; t;le period of observation, the nurse 
on duty was 3iven the pill boxes for tl:e subject. ·:rhe pills 
were given by the nurse who regularly aC..'Tiinister·ed all medi-
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cations between 7:15 anc5_ 7:30 A. ''" '!'his was given the day 
before the period of observation as well as the day of ob-
servation. ~this was done at the same time and in the same 
manner that all other c..l]_ildren receiving medication were 
having it administered. iJo comment of any kind was made to 
the child and the subjects apparently accepted this as part 
of regular routine, All pill boxes were returned to the 
examiner as a further check. 
At 9:00 A. ;,;, the subjects went to their regular class-
rooms according to their usual schedule. Since the medica-
tion attains its optimum effect within twenty to thirty 
minutes and does not wear off from tvJel ve to twenty-four 
hours, the testing and observation VJere done vJell v;ithin 
the period when maximum effects of the meC:ication could be 
expected. 
Controlled Variables 
Several variables coulc"_ be controlled which mic;ht con-
ceivably effect the results. These were the setting within 
which the investigation took place, the subjects 1 familiar-
ity with the envirom.1ent, the order of testing and observa-
tion, the time of observation and the observers, 
All subjects were patients at a small neUl"O-psychiatric 
hospital. Only those who had been resicent for three or 
more months and were not schizophrenic nor convulsive were 
used. The a~e range at the hospital is six to twelve. 
Children tend to stay for a considerable period of time so 
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that tlle population remains fairly stable. During the period 
of this study there were no admissions nor· cischar:::;es. :B'rom 
the time of admission all of the chile-'s activities take 
place vLthin the builciinc;s or .;rounds of the treatc.1ent 
center. 'l'his includes schooling. J.'he children are 6ivided 
into groups for living arrangements and management accord-
ing to age and capability. Each group is cared for by 
guides, all college graduates, wi"o serve in the capacity 
of house parents. 
Between 10:30 A. u. and 11:45 A •. ;. the subjects were 
given a free play situation in which they could do whatever 
they pleased within the play area. This was not a unique 
situation in their daily living. J~uring this period, each 
subject who was being observed for that particular day was 
rated for four traits accorcing to the appr'opriate l''els 
Child Behavior Scales by three observers. 
The same observers rated the same child each time. The 
observers were the guides who customarily care 1'or the 
children. These guides are all college graduates who are 
from time to time called on to make observations of the 
children for research and clinical purposes. Prior to the 
fir'st day of observation, the purpose of the research was 
explained and copies of the rating scale shovm. Instructions 
were given as outlined for the ratinc scales (50). All 
rating scales were handed to the examiner i~~ediately after 
the period of examination. 
Two variables which might have an effect on the results 
were equated. 'l'hese wer-e age and intelligence. 
Table I demonstrates the age distribution for Group A 
and Group B. The range for Group A is from seven to eleven, 
ano for Group B tiw range is eight to twelve. 'J.'he mean for 
Group A is 9.5 years as contr•asted v:i th a ~r1ean of 9.8 years 
for· Group B. The median age for both groups is 10. 
Since one of the admission requirements of the center 
is ti1at a child be of average intelligence or higher, the 
cor.1position of both groups is of subjects with intelligence 
quotient of 90 or hisher as <ieter·mined by the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Ci1ildren. T'he distribution of 
intelligence quotients for both Group A and Group 3 is 
given in Table il. ~he range of I. ~. 1 s for Group A is 
from 90 to 130/, and for Group B the range is from 90 to 
129. 'I' he mean for Group A is 106 and for Group 3 it is 105. 
These non-significant differences show both groups are 
drawn fr"om the same population with respect to age and 
intellicence. 
Dependent Variables 
Two instruments were used to measure the dependent 
variables in this research. The flrst is the ratinc;s on 
the behavioral rating scale anc the second is the scores 
on the scholastic achievenent test. 
I>'or rating scales the }'els Child oehavior Scales (50) 
wer'e used. T'hese had been inc.ependently evaluated for re-
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'I'ABLE I 
AG:c; DlSTt::::BU'l'IO:T OF Gf:OU.P A AlJD G~cOUP B 
Age Group A Group B 
7 1 0 
8 3 3 
9 5 5 
10 7 6 
ll 4 5 
12 0 1 
N 20 20 
lvlean Age 9.5 9.8 
l\ledian Age 10 10 
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'I' ABLE II. 
viSThiB"JI ION OF IJTTZLLI G:O::TCE Q.UOI' IE'c:'l' S OF GROUP A AiiD GnOUP B 
I. c • Group A Group B 
90-99 7 7 
100-109 8 s 
110-119 2 3 
120-129 2 2 
130 and over 1 0 
N 20 20 
h:ean r. Q,. 106 105 
liability and validity. 'I'here are thirty of these scales, 
each for a separate behavioral symptom and each individually 
validated. :to our were used for this study, for frequency of 
gross activity, emotional control, impulsiveness and atten-
tion span. Each scale consists of a short explanation of 
the factor being measured at the top of the sheet. On the 
left hand side of pa:;e running vertically is a ten ce;'ltimeter 
line. On this line aJ:'e certain measured intervals. On the 
right hand side opposite these measurements are clues de-
scribing kind::: of observed behavior. 'l'he observer is to make 
a mark on the vertical line at a point which most closely 
corresponds to the subject's behavior during the period of 
observation. Scoring is then accomplished by measuring 
with a centimeter ruler. According to instructions given 
with the scales only changes of 15 centimeters or more 
are significant in indicating a true change. 
Appendix A illustrates the ratin::; scale used to measure 
the frequency of gr'oss activity. b"'vidence for reliability 
is given by the Fels Institute in terms of correlation be-
tween individual raters and correlations with other measures 
or conm!Unality of the single scale 'IIIith the remaining scales. 
Heliability figures established for the scale of frequency 
of gross activity are .90 for tee inter-rater coefficient 
and .89 with an external variable. In a three factor com-
munality the r·eliability coefficient vms .88. 
Vvl1ile the constructors of these scales feel that in a 
sense tC1ey ar•e self validating by definition, since they 
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measure the description of the traits given in the clues, 
they of fer further evidence for validity in correlating the 
scales witb other measures and with each other, since each 
scale is 2-n independent measure. lirequency of gross activity 
haci a coefficient correlation of .89 wit~ "vigor of activity" 
and -.72 with "physical apprehensiveness". 'l'hus the high 
correlation anticipated between "frequency" an::l 11vigor 11 of 
activity is found and the minus correlation with "physical 
apprehensiveness" is also found. 
Appendix 0 shows the rating scale used for estimating 
the degree of impulsiveness. The inter-rater coefficient 
of correlation was .91. 'l'his was the last of the rating 
scales devised in this series at the :L• els Institute and no 
correlation was established either with an external variable 
or in three factor communality. 'l'hus v;J.th tbis trait re-
liability is in terms of the inter-rater correlation. 
In establishing validity for the scale on impulsiveness, 
the coefficient of correlation with "tenacity" was -.76, 
with 11 emot ional control" - .46, and \\ ith "obedience" -.18. 
This is as woulc' be anticipated since tiJese traits are to a 
c;reat extent contrary to wb.a t one v;ould expect to find in 
the impulsive chile.. On t~1e other hand, we find positive 
correlations with those traits usually expected to have 
some resemblance to impulsiveness: /.27 with "emotional 
excitability" and /.13 witn "sug;:;estibilityl'. 
The scale for emotional control measurement is found 
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in Appendix C. 'l'he inter-rater eo eff'i cient, founc1 to es ta-
blish relicbili ty, was • 89 anc t h~ coefficient of correla-
tion with an external variable was In a three factor 
communality the figure was .83. 
Vihen this trait was correlat ec. v.i th othe:::> scales for 
the establishment of validity figures, it was found to have 
a coefficient of .72 with "conf'or.nity" and .52 V.'~th 11 atten-
tion span". idth 11 obec1ience 11 it wac .71. ·lihen evaluated 
against traits which are consiciered to be of an opposite 
characteristic, the coefficient was -.81 v.ith the scale for 
"emotional excitability", -.27 with 11 agr;ressiveness 11 and 
-.68 v·,ith "quarrelsomeness". Thus vee find positive cor-
relations with tr, ose traits v;here emoti Ollal control would 
seem to be necessary anc minus co:crelations v;ith those 
traits which in themselves are evicLence of lack of emotional 
control •. 
"l'he last of the Fels scales used in this study ceals 
with attention span. This scale is shovm in Appendix D. 
'I'he inter-r·ater coefficient of correlation is .93, while 
the coefficient with an external variable is .76. In a 
three factor cornmunali ty the co effie ient of correlation is 
.57. 
Por validity the following ficures ru"o offeree: Atten-
' 
tion span sc2.le b..as a coefficient fi::;ure Fith 11 plarSulness 11 
of .'76 and vfith "emotional control" of .52. On th0 other 
hanc', tr~e co·~·fficient is -.37 v:'.th 11 l"esistance 11 anc -.45 
with "emotional excitability". 
The traits chosen trom the 11Fels C~ilc: ::Ce:,avior Scales" 
for use in tC'l:Ls research are report eli to ha>:e extre;nely 
hi,c::h reliability. 'lhe validity has also berm shor.n to be 
excepti onall;y- :_;ooc:. ·:rhere is evicence .!'rom the ficur·es 
given to indicate th&t there is some overlapcinc of the 
scales, but this is felt to be inevitable in dealins vl th 
hurt12.n behavior. On the whole the scales do seem to be 
measuring the trait lies crib ed in tenus of the definition of 
that trait, its accepted usage and in line v•ith the cues 
given to measure the traits. 
'i'o measure scholastic performance, the California Stan-
dare_ Achieverr..ent Test v;as used. This is a group test of 
academic achievement widely us ec' thr•oughout the school 
systm;Js of the TJnited States. It gives a raw score which 
is translatec1 into a zrac.e placer;.ent anC. a scholastic pro-
file. Since ther·e is only one form of this test, all of 
the oc;d nu:.1bered problems wel'e given to half of the subjects 
first and the even nunber··ed problems on the second acimin-
istration. 'l'he ot:1er half of the subjects were Given the 
test in the opposite order. Grade placement scores v:ere 
used, and a change of three months or r,Jor•e in scor•e used 
as the criterion of more efficient acaccemic performance. 
The depement variable is handled in terms of improved 
or unimproved from ihe placebo to the amphetamine sulfate 
ratl'ler ths.n the degree of im;Jrovement, since this is our 
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primaxy cone er'n. In other v;ords, interest l"cas centered i~1 
whetl"1er t["ere was si;:;nificant improvement in behavior and 
test scores with the ad.r,linis tre.tion of medic at ion and not 
with the !Elount of improve;nent. 11 Ill'prover:ent 11 i::J the sense 
used in this researci1 refers to more efficient behavior in 
ter;;s of the experimental hypotheses. 
This made the 0"ta particularly amenable to hancling 
by non-parametric tec:'lnic.ues. The methoc of choice was the 
I;Iann-Vihi tney test. A level of confidence of .05 was s·et up 
aE the critel'ion for acceptance of t:1e hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
{\10;31.Tlil'S 
It vras the purpose of this stuC.y to cetermine the effect 
of a;•1phetamine sulfate on hyperactive children as manifested 
in certain specific areas of behavior and perforuance. C:he 
hypotheses may now be stated in operational terms as follows: 
l. 'l'he incidence of improvement with amphetamine sulfate 
as compared with placebo would be significantly greater 
among hyperactive children as measured by the Pels Behavior 
Rating Scale for gross activity, and the use of the liiann-
\lhi tney test of s ignif i cai1C e. 
2. The incidence of improvement nith amphetamine sulfate 
as comparee with placebo v1ould be significantly sreater 
among hyperactive cilildren as measur·ed by the Pels £,ehavior 
hating Scale for impulsive behavior, anC. the use of the Eann-
Vihitney test of significance. 
3. Tne incidence of improvement with amphetamine sulfate 
as compared v1i th placebo v:ould be significantly greater 
among hyperactive children as measured by the Pels Eehavior 
:Z(atint; Scale for emotional control, ane the U'3 e of the :iiann-
i1hitney test of significance. 
4. The incidence of improvement vrl th amphetamine sulfate 
as comparee v; 1 th placebo would be significantly greater 
among hyperactive chilC.ren as meas=ed by the l•els Eehavior 
Eatint; ::lcale for attention span, anc the use of the i.iann-
Whitney test of significance. 
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5. The incidence of improvement with a1nphetamine sulfate 
as compared with placebo Viould be significantly greater 
among hyperactive children as measured by the Califo1~ia 
Achievement Test, and the use of the liann-Whi tney test of 
significance. 
It will be recalled that improvement is defined as a 
difference of 1. 5 centimeters on the Fels Beha\ ior nat ing 
Scale or a difference of three oonths in grade placement on 
the Calif'or·nia Achievement Test. Eefore reporting the re-
sults it is necessary to consider the reliability of ratings 
on the scales employed. 
A. Ill'l'ER-RATER R:S'LIABILITY 
The reliability of the raters was calculated separately 
for both Group A and Group B when the subjects were receiv-
ing the placebo and when they were receiving the medication. 
Correlations were computed between the individual raters 
for each trait being investigated. 'l'hus rater A was correl-
ated with rater B an:l then with rater C. Rater .i3 was cor-
related with rater c. The means of these coefficients of 
correlation for each trait with and v;ithout amphetardne 
were also compiled. 
The results for Group A anci Group B ar·e given in Table 
:err. 'rhese correlations are quite high compared to those 
usually elicited witL the use of rating scales. This is true 
. not only of the n;eans but of the c or'relati ons between indi vi-
dual raters. 'l''his kind of consistency compares favorably 
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RATEHS 
A and B 
A and c 
i3 and c 
},lean 
A ana B 
A and c 
B and c 
Mean 
TABLE III. 
HELIA3ILI'l'Y OF BR'-IAVIOh nA'l'IlJGS. 
?hODUCT l'iOI.IENT CO?.l1ELAT IONS 
l~ = 20 
Frequency of Impulsive- Emotional 
Gross Activit;z:: ness Control 
Plac. Amph. Plac. Anph. Plac. A..'11ph. 
Group A 
.87 .90 .92 .72 .so .70 
.87 .97 .94 .so .86 .73 
.70 .88 .89 .91 .89 .74 
.81 .92 .92 .81 .85 .72 
Group B 
.63 .79 .so .79 .82 .93 
.63 .90 .so .68 .87 .89 
.70 .go .86 .82 .88 .91 
.65 .86 .82 .76 .86 .91 
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Attention 
s:ean 
Plac. Amp h. 
.85 .73 
.86 .87 
.87 .78 
.86 .79 
.88 .92 
.82 .go 
.88 .90 
.86 .91 
with the results obtained at the Fels Institute when re-
liability figures were secured to establish the reliability 
of the scales. In nost cases the correlations in this study 
with Group A we1•e higher than those in the :r'els study, 
probably due to the more gross behavioral deviations in 
this hyperactive group. 
B. IbLS C::iiLD BEEAVIOh SCALES 
l. Frequency of Gross Activity. 'L'he final compilations 
obtaineC: with the scale measuring 11frequency of gross acti-
vity11 are shov:n in Table IV. It shoul<i be remembered that 
it was necessary to have a chane;e of 1.5 centimeters or more 
as measure6 on the scale to record change. '•Vith these con-
ditions, Group A (the hyperactive group) gave improvement 
in eighteen cases while two \''ere unimprovec., v1hen amphetamine 
sulfate was administered. On the other hand, in the control 
group not one subject showed· the same kind of cho.n:_-:e with 
medication. The mean score for Group A on the placebo was 
7.93, and on amphetamine 4.97. 'l'he means for Group B were 
4.44 on placebo and 5.81 on a;;;phetamine. These figures 
verify the selection of tt,e subjects for both groups, since 
the mean for Group A incicates that its cross activity is 
above the norm as established by the scales while on the 
placebo, the equivalent of no medication. Group B, however, 
has a mean v:hich is close to the mid-point in the scale. 
Further inspection slso shows that the groups move in op-
posi te directions when medication is a.clministered to the 
subjects. 
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TABL:6 IV. 
FnEQ.UElJCY OF Gi'COSS AC'.i'IVITY I.ITH AJ,:PE.O:TAEDTE SULFATE 
Group A 
Group B 
Total 
Improved 
18 
0 
18 
Uninmroved 
2 
~0 
22 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
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When the J,iann-Whitney test was applied to the data by 
com par inc; the groups for rank order with respect to chane;e 
of score with amphetamine and placebo, further support was 
providec tor the hypothesis. With R equalling the sum of 
the ranks, F;1 was 230 and R2 was 590. This e;ives a value 
of 4.9 and a p<..Ol. We are thus able to :1ccept t}le first 
of L•e ':l~~potheses: hyperactive children will demonstrate 
less :;ross activity, as measured by a behavioral ratine; 
scale, v;hen administered amphetamine sulfate 
2. Impulsivenecs. 'l'lw data ;;at:cered in usir:s the scale 
to measure irr:pulsiveness also provided figures in the direc-
tion of the hypothesis. The mean of Group A or: Lle placebo 
was 4.63, and the mean on medication was 7.23. Thus the 
means incicate less ir.rpulsive behavior for the c;roup wnen 
amphetamine sulfate is civen. Group J3 had a ,r:ean of 6.04 
with the placebo but 5.98 when tl1e Eubjects were recoivinc 
a:apheta:dne. Jii th this group there is little movement, a 
s li;ht trend in t{le opposite direction of Group A. Cne can 
say tLat the tv.•o groups are affected differently by the use 
of t::,e :ne O.ic at ion. 
Table V shows the distribution of h1provement in each 
group v~·hen amphetamine was aWninister·ed. In Group A four-
tee:1 improveC and cix l;.rere unir.lprovcc:. In Group .u five :Lr.1-
proved v.l,ile a total of' fifteen were unL:proved. Group A, 
which had been seen while on the placebo to be composed of 
impnlsive chilCiren, with medication was rated v;ith the be-
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TAbLE V. 
Imnroved Unimproveci ':..'ota1 
Group A 14 6 20 
Group '" D 5 15 20 
r.rotal 19 21 40 
haviol'al ratinc; scale as being co~:1posec~ of well contl'olled, 
non-impulsive subjects. 
\'iith t:le use of the i'~ann-',.hitney test, R1 equalled 320 
and R2 was 450. 'I he z score was -2.46, e;i ving a p <. 03. 
Accor~inc to the criterion establisl!ed, this allo~s for 
accept2nce of the seco~d. l:~"'"pothesis: hyperactj_ve ci".J.ildren 
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v1ill demonstrate less impulsive behavior, as measured by a 
behavioral rating scale, when administered amphetamine sulfate. 
3. Emotional Control. The rating scale assessing 
"emotional control" produced a mean for Group A of 4.39 on 
placebo and~ 7.2 on ''ledicl:ltion. Again we see the rJoveuent 
of this group from a low to a hi::;h degree of emotional 
control. Group B, on the other hand, haa a mean of 6.55 with 
the placebo and 5.63 with medicatior:t. And tlle phenomer:ton 
is thus repeated of the tv;o groups on t!"~e same medication 
moving in contrary directions. 
A.'1 inspection of Table VI indicates that with ampheta-
mine sulfate, sixteen subjects in Group A improved and four 
were unimproved. Under the same circu.'llstances only two im-
proved in Group B and eighteen remained unimproved. Apply-
ing the uann-Whitney test, H1 was 270 and h2 was 550. The 
z value was established as -3.83. 'I'his gave a p ( .01. The 
thircc hypotheses can now be accepted: Hyperactive children 
will demonstrate a greater degree of emotional control, as 
measured by a behavioral rating scale, when administered 
w1phetamine sulfate. 
TABLE VI. 
Er:CJI' IONAL CON'l'ROL Y:ITH AMPHErluHlLS SULF'ATE 
Group A 
Group B 
Total 
Improved 
16 
2 
18 
Unimproved 
4 
18 
22 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
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4. Attention Span. With t:ne scale for "attention span" 
Group A had a mean measurement on the plac;ebo of 4.09 as 
contrasted with a mean of 6.21 on medication. Group 0 ~>ad 
a mean score of 6.91 on placebo as against 6.10 on ampheta-
mine. 'l'hus the hyperactive group s i10wec: a definite move-
ment toward a longer attention span when the medication was 
adminis ter·ed while Group 5 showed a trend in the opposite 
direction. 
As tabulated in Table VII, fifteen subjects in Group A 
had a loncer attention span when given acTphetarnine sulfate 
while five remained unimproved. 'l'hree members of Group i3 
had a lonzer attention span with aDlphetamine and seventeen 
were unimproved. Application of the ; .. :ann-W1li tney test 
with an R1 of 290 anc R2 of 530 produced a z value o:f 3.41. 
With the p < • 01, v;e now accept the fourth of t :'le h~-pothes es : 
i-iyperactive children will Ciemonstrate a longer attention 
span, as measured by a behavioral rating scale, when ad-
ministered amphetamine sulfate. 
C. CALH'OI\NIA ACHIEVR~EN1' TEST 
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The gracle placements obtained :from the California Achieve-
ment 'rest administered to the subjects provided the data :for 
Table VIII. Group A had thirteen improved by three or more 
months when given amphetamine sulfate as at;ainst their per-
formance when on the placebo. Seven were unimpr·oved. In 
Group C3, six showed improvement when the medication was given 
and eleven rer.mined unimproved. Three subjects in Group B 
TABLE VII. 
~TTEHTION SPAN WITH AMPHh"TAlHN:C SULl<'ATE 
Group A 
Group B 
'l.'ota1 
Improved 
15 
3 
18 
Unimproved 
5 
17 
22 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
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TABLE VIII 
CALIPOFilHA ACHIEVE.,EilT I'EST RESULI'S V1II'E Aifi'Hh"TAMINE SULFATE 
Group A 
Grou B 
Total 
Improved 
13 
6 
19 
Unimproved 
7 
11 
18 
Total 
20 
17 
37 
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could not be rated by this criterion. One became ill pr·ior 
to testing and two wer·e too hyperactive and distractible at 
one sitting to complete testing. 
The ;•,ann-Whitney test was also applied to these results • 
The sum of ranks provided an R1 of 330 anc. an R2 of 374. 
The z score was 1.54. This gave a p of .20. Vlith this 
evidence we cannot accept the fifth hypothesis: :1yper-
acti ve children v;ill demonstrate improvecJ scholastic per-
formance, when administered a::nphetamine sulfate. 
At the sa;.re time there was a trend in the clirection of 
the ~rypothesis. This, of course, raised the question of 
why some hi_:;;h level of confidence was not obtained as for 
the other four hypotheses. It was clear that this depended 
somewhat on the former, and it was anticipated that if the 
subjects were behaviorally more efficient; less hyperactive, 
with a longer attention span anc' better eu1otional control; 
they v.ould demonstrate higher academic achieveraent. 
A further review of the literature gave a clue that pro-
vided the examiner with what appears to be a valid explana-
tion. 1'he behavior being studied usu&lly :makes its appear-
ance before the age of six (9). Tl:.tat means that these 
children have the symptamatology leading to inferior school 
performance prior to admission to the first e;rade. Thus, 
for the most par·t, they have not been able to learn and re-
tain t[l8 material taught in the classroom. They obviously 
tl1en could not reproduce on an achievement test :naterial 
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which they have never ingested. For them the test of signi-
ficance would seem to be whether they coulC learn while re-
ceiving amphet.sudne sulfate, the school work they had not 
been able to leal'n previously. In viev• of this, the examiner 
felt that the results were remarkably c;ood, anc ti1e level 
of confidence superior to what shoulc' have been anticipated. 
CHAPTER V. 
COi1CLUSIONf, 
'I' he results obtained from this investigation support 
the major hypothesis: Hyperactive children will demonstrate 
mol'e efficient b eha vi or when administered amphetamine sul-
fate. This is based on the statistical evic;ence secured in 
testing these four experimental hypotheses: 1. Hyperactive 
children ~ill demonstrate less gross activity, as measured 
by a behavioral rating scale, when administered amphetamine 
sulfate; 2. Hyperactive children will demonstrate less 
iwpulsive behavior, as measured by a behavioral rating 
scale, when administered amphetamine sulfate; 3. Hyperactive 
children will demonstrate a c;reater degree of emotional 
control, as measured by a behavioral rating scale, when 
ac5.minis tered amphetamine sulfate; 4 •. '!yperacti ve chilcren 
will demonstrate a longer attention span, as measured by a 
behavioral rating scale, when administered amphetamine 
sulfate. A fifth hypothesis tested was that hyperactive 
children will demonstrate improved scholastic performance, 
as measured by a standard test of s cnool achievement, when 
amainistered amphetamine sulfate. The data secured did not 
meet the criterion of statistical significance, altr10ugh a 
trend in the direction of the hypothesis was notea. This 
could be explained in terms of the subjects being unable 
to produce material for the test used since they i1ad been 
unable to learn it prior to the test situation. 
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In the broac5 sense, the results obtained were not in 
variance v;i th but in support of the literature. Primarily 
it had been observec5 that amphetamine sulfate, unlike its 
stimulating effect on adults, has a sedative or inhibiting 
effect on some children. It has been shovm to be equally 
true that this medication has this effect with s orne chilciren 
ax1ci not w~th others. This was noted, but not explained, by 
some of' the early obser•vers. It has been substantiated also 
by experimental means that the subjects show change in many 
of' the areas indicateci in the literature. An earlier study 
had failed to provide conclusive proof' that organicity was 
the differentiating criterion between those who would change 
in the predicted manner vii th amphetamine and those who 
VIOUld not. Yet even the writer's earlier study had indi-
cated that in many cases those with organic cerebral dys-
function did chane;e with amphetamine. Hith this research 
this apparent discrepancy disappears. Characteristic of' 
many of those with an organic factor is hyperactivity. It 
could. be expected then tr.at the subjects in this group who 
were also llyperactive v.ould change with the medication. It 
is thus uncerstandable that this coulci lead to the hypothesis 
that it was organicity that dlfferentiatGd between those who 
would and would not benefit from amphetamine. This study 
has extended this premise and cemonstrateci that not the 
organicity but the hyperactivity was the ci:fec-ential 
factor v:hich allows the j_)rediction of cel"tain results from 
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the use of amphetamine sulfate. 'l'his, of necessity, includes 
many diagnosed as suffering from organic cerebral C:.ysfunction. 
'l'his leaves us with the apparently contradictor-y infor-
r.:ation ti'lat a;nphetamine has an inhibitinG effect on one 
type of chilci and not on another. It is around this that 
certain theoretical considerations are o~fered. It is 
acceptec: here that the huma.."l orc;anism is a complex of psy-
chological and physiological functions. 
It should not be surprisinz then that the omission of 
the necessary psycbolozical ingrec'.ients woulc' ha,;e a detri-
mental effect upon maturation and the functionin· of the 
central nervous system. Equally trus v.oulcl be the faulty 
e.:;o developme:::ct in those v.-:_ tb inaC:.equat~_, Oi' cc.amac;eC: biolo-
:cical structures. :i:1:tenC.i11[ this line of thinkin3, there 
is no reason to reject the pr'oposition that a cl:ilc may 
display identical symptomatology v,hen there is e:i.ther a 
physical lesion in some part of the central nervous system 
or when the psychological factors effectin.:; this s~1e area 
of' tLe nervous system are disturbed. 'l'here is ar.1ple evidence 
in the literature and empirically for ti1is, such as in 
idiopathic and hysterical epilepsy ar16 the similarity in 
disturbance in n;any orzanic and hysterical illnesses. 
'i'his research has led the writer to believe the saJne 
process is in operation with these hyperactive children. 
'.lhe hyperactivity may be due to o. lesion or dysfunction of 
t~-:te biological components, probably in the diencephalon. 
On the other hand, lack of proper environmental factors in 
some has led to insufficient maturation and cievelop::,:ent, 
particularly in ti1e cortical areas a~sociated v1ith control. 
'lhe hyperactivity may be due to damage to the ciencephalon 
or cortex or' lacic of a fully developec controlling function. 
Stimuli from the environment are brought through the nerve 
fiber"s to the diencephalon; the h:pulse to respond im-
mediately to this stimulation is checked by control exerted 
by the cortex in the normal chile, Group B. In Group A, no 
such control beint; present, the subjects responded with 
hyperactive and impulsive behavior. 
Appar'ently, then, the attempt to utilize organicity as 
the criterion for the use of a'llphetmnine sulfate is falla-
cious. Ti::1e type of controls necessary to reduce gross 
activity and impulsiveness anc to increase emotional control 
and at tent ion spa:-: are cortical and le arne C., thus psycholo-
gical in origin. Organicity may or may not be present, but 
this is incicental to the hyperactivity. It is not neces-
sary to introduce this extraneous factor to offer a pre-
diction for the resultant behavior produceC by the accmin-
istration of amphetamine sulfate to a hyperactive chilC.. 
1-.arazzi has pointed out (34) and Hill and Pan have con-
firmed (;:;3) that amphetamine sulf'ate has a specific in-
hioitlns effect on the synaptic connections at the dience-
phalon. J.:hus stimuli entering the diencephalor. from the 
environment are slowed down and suppresseC.. 7he inhibition 
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provides for the hyperactive child the control which the 
cortex is unable to provide. The result is the more effi-
cient behavior demonstrated ':.-hen the children in Group A 
were given amphetamine sulfate. 
'l'he same process ta.'>:es place when amphetamine is admin-
istered to non-hyperactive children, but the observed be-
havioral result is quite C:if'ferent. If a:Qphetamine ':las an 
inhibiting action at the diencephalon, it must exert this 
influence on stimuli from the cortex as well as from the 
external environment. Vihen this action is identical in its 
effect on both sources of stimulation, there should be no 
change in behavior. \,hen· the effect is more pronounced on 
the cortical connections, one could expect that these 
children would appear more hyperactive and the medication 
would appear• to be acting as a stimulant. The degree of 
cortical control might conceivably also effect the observed 
results. 'l'hat is, those who have a more strongly developed 
cortical control are less apt to show a s timulatint; effect 
from the medication tilan those v1here control and impulse are 
in fine balance. 
The results and conclusions drawn from this investiga-
tion suc;gest serious thought must be given to the administra-
tion of amphetamine sulfate and point the way to a(ditional 
necessary research. V~hen a111phetamine sulfate is given to 
a hyperactive chilC, it seems to provide a substitute for 
the lackint; ego-control. The child is thus able to function 
without developing this ego strength and can rely on the 
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artificial use of medication. Does this then make les.rnint; 
through Pelationships unnecessary so that the child never 
gets an opportunity to mature emotionally? Can such a 
child develop the internal strength essential to adapt to 
the comauni ty? F'ollow-up studies on some of the hyper-
active children who have received this medication over a 
considerable period of time might provide some of the 
answers. Longitudinal studies from conception to maturity 
might provide additional material as to what is lacking in 
the emotional life of those children who become hyper-
active and benefit from amphetamine sulfate. 
Since many of the hyperactive children eventually 
attract medical, psycholoe;ical or psychiatric attention, 
the use of amphetamine sulfate as ru1 adjunct or substitute 
for psychotherapy must be evaluated. 'l'here is a str'ong 
suspicion hinted at in the literature, and which this in-
vestigator felt from er.1pirical observation, that amphetamine 
sulfate can interfere with psychotherapy. There seems to 
be such constriction of the personality and added ego con-
trol with no effort of the child, that there is little 
anxiety in relation to behavior and little of the pre-
requisite for the usual psychotherapeutic approaches. Re-
search to examine the effects of the medication on psycho-
therapy v;ould be of extreme value. 
The ease of administration mea:1s that this C.rug can be 
given relatively freely by persons \vho do not realize all 
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of' the implications. It thus affords an easy treatment 
f'Ol' the busy practioner v·ho can attain speedy symptomatic 
relief' without effecting basic processes. Its use may be 
more dangerous psychologically in many cases than withhold-
il1G it. On the other hand the speed with v;hich the subject 
reacts to the drut;, the lack of toxicity, the non-cumulative 
effect and the short duration of its eff'i cacy make ampheta-
mine sulfate quite susceptible to safe research. 
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APPENDICES 
Frequency of Gross Activity 
The active chile indulges in gross motor activity most 
of the time. This rating should be made on the basis of 
free ph:y observation, whe:r·ein the child 1 s preference can 
be observec'.. 
Cues 
Almost always ene;aged in gross activity, in motion. 
Usually engarec in active play, such as slide, june:le 
gym, marching, running but is occasionally inactive 
durlng brief periods of us inc quiet play 11'11 terials. 
Child engages in gross motor activity when that type 
of play is called for, such as in outdoor situations. 
Also phqs quietly Vii:1en the play situation does not 
demand gross activity, such as in colorinc;, bead-
strinsing. 
Usually enga:;eci in quiet activity such as block play, 
digging in sand, etc.; occasionally joins more stren-
uous activities. 
J.>xtremely inactive, sedentary, stationary. 
~lemarks=--------------------------------------------------------
Child: __ ~------------------------------------------------------Observer: 
Hours of ~O~b~s-e~r~v~a~t7i-o-n~:------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX .3 
Impulsiveness 
This trait refers to the patience of the chile~, his 
tendency to '•· i thhold immediate reaction for v,ha tever reason. 
S.'he chile lackin.~~ this tenc.ency is impatient; can't wait 
to do what he wants to do. 
Cues 
Chile was an extrewely patient sor·t. 'o'iaite(. his t'J.rn, 
reserved action at v. ill. 
Only after he :.1ad wait eO. a lo:1g t irne d:.d ch:LlC: get 
im1)a tien t. 
Child waited turns rat~er successrully, was ~sually 
patient, 1YJ.t unCLe1· :some circumstances (such as v..-hen he 
initiated a siven ;:;roup activ::.t;,;) v.as L1patient. 
Clu.lC: occasionally demonstrateC. ps.tieEce, occasionally 
deferreC. action but usually v:s.s off and aWtJ.i -:c sxecute 
plapii. 
l Impetuous, impulsive child: inL,lecliately att0i1qted exe-cution of i~eas in mind. 
~-.e~-llB.rks : _______________________________ _ 
Chile: ________________________________________________________ __ 
Observer: Eours of 'O""b_s_e_r_v-a"""t-~'""!._o_n_: ______________________ __ 
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APPENLIX C 
C::IIU:: 3"SEAVI8h SC.ALL 
:&notional Control 
by 8!11otional control is me2Il.t ~che C..esree to l~1Jhich t·ne 
c~-lilc~. 1 s ove1··t expression is inhibiteC:~. hmotional expression 
is cur·bed to 1aeet the extel"ior demande of ti1e situation. 
'lhe child 1 s cover·t emotion ma"J~ be intense; ·~X press ion is 
ir.'rlibited. 
Cues 
Cir:clc': customarily controlled and restraineC: emotion. 
Very highly restrained emotionally. 
C~b.ilC_ occasion&.lly de:~1on.strs.ted outbursts of ei.notion 
(as when, tired, sleepy, etc.) but inhibitec expression 
rather well in routine situations • 
. r;Jnot i onal control seemed poorly developeci - frequent 
outbursts. 
Lo restraint of emotions, heaction ViG.S pror,:pt, frank, 
free. 
Never· atte,.:ptec to conceal e:zpr3~sion.; no inhibition. 
Lemarks =------------------
Chile: 
Observ~e~r~:------------------------------------------------------
Hours of Observation: _____________________ _ 
APP£NDIX D 
CHI.LL Bl:::I-IAVIOi~ SCALi:; 
Attention Span 
1'his trait is concerned v,i th the degree to which a child 
maintains a persistent interest. 
Cues 
Child's active interest in an occupation was unusually 
persistent; was tenacious over long periods despite 
diif·iculty of task or presence of dis traction. 
Chilli was usually tenacious as to interest, but shov;ed 
shorter attention span v;hen upset, or V>'hen activity 
was muc{< too easy or too hard. 
Child 1 s interest was usually short-lived but occasion-
ally tenacious if the task was extremely novel or en-
gaging. 
Chilli's interest dwindleli readily. ~'litted from task 
to task; no persistent interest. 
Ee:.1arks : ____________________________ _ 
Child: 
Observ·~e~r~·:~---------------------------------
Hours of Observation: 
-------------------------------
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2. 
3. 
4. 
" v• 
6. 
7. 
s. 
g. 
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Purpose 
It was the pwpose of this study to test hypotheses con-
cerning the effects of amphetamine sulfate on certain a1·eas of 
behavior and school performance of !1yperactive children. The 
literature inciicated t£Jat some children were observed to be 
less active and less impulsive and to have greater emotional 
control and a longer attention span when given amphetamine 
sulfate. lJo diagnostic criteria had been established to de-
te:cnine with which children this medication was effective, 
although many observers felt that the predicted effect occurred 
with children suffering from an organic cerebral dysfunction. 
A preliminary study by this writer to investigate the hypothesis 
that the administration of &.:nphetamine sulfate to chilclr·en suffer-
ing from ore;anic cerebral ciysfunction produced. more efficient 
behavior, produced inconclusive results. It suggested that 
hyperactivity was the factor which differentiated between those 
children v.ho would show the predicted behavioral changes with 
amphetamine sulfate and those who would not. 
Hypotheses and Experimental Design 
The general hypothesis tested was: Hyperac t:Lv e children 
will demonstrate more efficient behavior when administered am-
phetarc:ine sulfate. Children consic'.ered hyperactive were those 
who consistently den;onstrated a level ot' activity in excess of 
the "normal" child. Lore efficient berJavior was considered de-
monstrated by a decrease in gross activity, a decrease of im-
pulsiveness, greater emotional control, a longer attention 
span and improved scholastic performance. 'l'i:1e following ex-
perimental hypotheses were utilized to test the general hypo-
thesis: 
1. Hyperactive children will demonstrate less gross acti-
vity, as measured by a behavioral ratin[ scale, wi:1en administered 
amphetamine sulfate. 
2. Hyperactive children will demonstrate less impulsive 
behavior, as measured by a behavioral rating scale, wi:Jen admin-
istered amphetamine sulfate. 
3. Hyperactive children wi 11 demonstrate a greater de;:;ree 
of e;notional, as measwed by a behavioral rating scale, when ad-
ministered amphetamine sulfate. 
4. Hyperactive children will demonstrate a longer attention 
span, as measure(', by a behavioral rating scale, when administered 
amphetamine sulfate. 
5. Hyperactive children will demonstrate improved scholastic 
perfonnance, as measured by a. scholastic achievement score, when 
amphetamine sulfate is administered. 
Independent variables were the prese:1ce or absence of hyper-
activity and the administration or withholding of amphetamine 
sulfate. All subjects were patients at a s,,,all neuro-psychiatric 
hospital. Two groups were chosen by observers wno regularly 
worked v;ith tree children. Group A consisted of twenty hyper-
active children and ~roup B of twenty non-hy;Jera.cti ve children. 
At two separate pericxls the s•J.bjects were c;iven amphetamine sul-
fate or a placebo, half getting the placebo first anci half the 
ampl1etamine sulfate first, anC:. tested on each. Testin,; on the 
placebo served as a baseline for compa1·· is on. ~~a tin,;s on the 
placebo also served as a validation of the selection of the 
groups. To eliminate bias, only a non-participant knew which 
childre.'l v1ere on placebo or a;;1phetaz1ine sulfate. 
Controlled variables were the s ettinc; v;i thin v1i:lich the in-
vestigation took place, the subjects' far,liliarity w:.th t:1e en-
vh·onment, tile order of' testing and observation, the time of 
observation and the ooservers. The same tr..ree observers rated 
2 
each child at each observation. Az,e and intellisence were equated. 
Dependent variables were the ratings on the behavioral rating 
scales and the scor·es on the scholastic achiever.:ent test. Child 
behavior s ca.les vkt os e reliability and va.lici ty had been es ta-
blished at the Fels Institute were used. 1'he California Stan-
dard Achievement 1'est was used to measur·e scholastic performance. 
1'he dependent variables were handled :n ter•ms of "improved" or 
"unimproved". "Improvement" rei erred to more efficient behavior 
in terms oi' the experimental hypotheses. The l.-ann-'iihitney test 
was the statistical method of choice. A level of significance of' 
.05 was the criterion for acceptance oi t::-,e hypotl.-:eses. 
r:esult s 
'l'he reliability of the rates was calculated for Group A and 
Group b on amphetamine sulfate and on placebo. This was done 
for observation of gross activity, impulsiveness, emotional 
control and attention span. Correlations were similar· to those 
at the Fels Institute. 
The measurement of frequency of gross activity in Gl"oup A 
showed H• improved and 2 unimproved vihen amphetamine sulfate 
was administered. In Jroup B none were improved. The level of 
sic;nificance was .01. The mean score of Group A anc. Group B 
moved in opposite directions with the administration of arnpheta-
mi.ne sulfate. 
The data gathered in measuring impulsive behavior showed that 
in Group A 14 iuproved and 6 renained unimproved. In Group 13 
5 improved and 15 were unL:1proved. 'rhe level of significance 
was .03. 'l'he means of the two ,sro'J.PS were again seen to move in 
opposite directions vcith the ad::iinistration of ar~pheta_:,cine sul-
fate. 
Scores on the rating scale for e:c~ot ional control si-c oweci that 
in Group A 16 improved with the administration of a.;npheta:dne 
sulfate and 4 were unimproved. In Group B 2 were improved, and 
12 were unLnproved. Signif'icance was established at the .01 
level. 1'he means again demonstrated that the groups changed 
in contrary ways when amphetamine sulfate was e;iven. 
Length of attention span Viere also measured by the behavioral 
rating scales. In Group A 15 were shown to have improved and 5 
were unimproved with the givin:; of medication. In :;roup B 3 im-
provec: and 17 r·emained unimproved. 'l'he level of significance was 
.01. 'l'he phenomenon of the means of the two groups moving in 
3 
opposlts c'j_rections wj_ t':l tlce ad:'lin1str!ltio"'1 of the sa:1e medication 
vvas acain observed. 
On testi:rl[: v.riththe California Achievement 'l 1 est 13 children 
in Group A inproved v;hen given amphet""ni:~e sulfate bJ 3 OC' more 
lT1onths a.J:!l.d 7 Cid not 1:1eet this criterion. r.L'J::.ree c:c:_~L_lCren in 
Group B coulc: not be testeci. Of t::_e remainder 6 v.rere ililproved 
and ll were unimproveci. rr~he level of s -~ C?L:_flca::JC c w~:s • 20. 
C or1 cl-:.1.z ions 
r:!_lhe result.s obt::..;.ineC i:::;. testins the experil~ento.l h:-l·potheses 
n:et the criteria establiS:.rted in t{w experimental c.eoic;n for 
the first four hypotheses. 'l'he fifth did not meet the criterion 
but i:1dicated a trend in that direction. It was Jel t that the 
subjects had been unable to learn the material prior to the 
test situation, and therefore coulc not re:rn·oduce it. 'l'he 
evidence allowed for acceptance of the c;eneral h;;pothes is: 
hyperactive chilC:ren will demonstrate more efficient behavior 
when administered amphet a1~ine sulfate. 
The results v1ere found to be in support of and not at variance 
with the literature. Ar:;pheta:mine sulfate was shovvn to have a 
sedati.ng or inhibiting effect on some d1ildren snc the behaviora 
areas ef'i'ec ted were those t;enerally described. in the literature. 
'l'he hypothesis concernins organicity became understandable, since 
hyperactivity is a con;mon characteristic of c:ltldren suffering 
from some type of' orc;anic cerebral dysfunction. 'I'his investiga-
tion extended tile premise and demonstrated that it was the 
hyperactivity and not the organicity which allowed for predic-
tion. Amphetamine sulfate seems to have an inhibitins effect 
wl:ether t::e hyperactivity is Cue .to faulty ego developmEmt, 
lac~{ of matl.U'ation or organic disease. rfrJ.e impo1•tant factor 
soems to be the; lac;.,: of an adequate contr·ollint; mechanism. 
1'he results and observations inCicate serious thought must 
be given to tl:e use of amphetamine sulfate. It seems to pr•ovide 
a subs tl tute f'or the lackinc; e so- control. Thus a cl":ilcc can f'unc tion 
without adequate ego development. liithout oti:er t~cpes of t'~erapy, 
this can make leal"ning through relationships unnecessar·y anci 
prevent the child from achievi:1g emotional maturity. At tbe 
same tl.me the ease of' aCministration, an(; the swift and dramatic 
results with tl:e med:l.cat ion 1:1ake its use extrec:1el;y i•wi tins to 
tile practitioner. 
Research is suggested to determine the effects of' ti"le use 
of am~ohetamine sulfate on ps ychotherac)Y• Longitudinal studies 
could also be done to discover the psychological deprivations 
or environmental lacks v;hcch produce t{,e observed h;,:peractivity. 
1he speed v1ith v.hich the subject reacts to amp!1etamine sulfate, 
the lack of toxicity, the non-cumulative effect anC. the short 
duration of its efficacy make it susceptible to safe research. 
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